WHAT IS BUDD?
A scalable and Canadian blockchain-based banking platform for the global cannabis industry. It enables our
users, participating merchants, and users to make payment with our native token called Buddtoken. We seek to
facilitate and enhance crypto-transactions within the legalized marijuana world. As a decentralized and
autonomous community-based cannabis-banking platform, our members, lab scientists, dispensers, and other
players in the cannabis marketplace determine their level of commitment, involvement, and development on
Budd.
The ultimate goal is to develop a secure and decentralized cannabis-banking platform where all the pot
enthusiasts can make payment with ease, assurance, and peace of mind. We believe that the community is the
cornerstone of our business model, hence, we want to revolutionize the cannabis industry through Buddtoken
while working towards realizing the ultimate objective of cryptocurrency.
The BUDD Mission
We have a clear mission. Our mission is to create a unique cryptocoin called Buddtoken which will serve as the
means of payment within the global marijuana industry. By purchasing weed through Buddtoken, We want to
eliminate the need for cash transaction and reward our consumers through the Budd Incentives. Ideally, we also
want to secure, empower, and enhance the legalized marijuana community's transactions through Buddtoken for
the thriving marijuana world. We present the infrastructure and banking system which has been desperately missed
in the industry. Through Buddtoken, we seek to have a native cryptocoin that enables cannabis lovers to transact,
communicate, and interact while also growing together.
The Problem
Upon legalization, the global cannabis sales are
estimated to increase from the $4.7 billion reported in
2016 to about $13.4 billion in 2020. Especially in Canada
and the US, customers and other pot enthusiasts are
unable to buy the green leaves without commuting to
the ATM or POS. This, however, is supported by the
different federal and national legislations, some of the
growers, cannabis-producing industries, dispensers,
and lab scientists are unable to use the traditional
banking system or process electronic payments. It is
reported that about 70% of the cannabis growers and
producers do not have bank accounts. This rate, according to MarketsAndMarkets.com, does not include the
consumers and customers who only prefer buying
cannabis through the wave of their phone or swipe of
the card. These categories of people do not carry cash
around.
As an industry characterized by cash-only payments
or transactions, the global cannabis industry is losing
out great revenues and potential new income from the
card and micro-payment paying consumers. In
addition, the industry is faced with the challenges of
excessive costs and greater security risks in the
provision of clock surveillance, construction of highly
secure and safe cannabis-producing facilities, and
protection of production assets and merchandise.
These are non-productive burdens especially if the
cannabis industry is to remain profitable and
competitive in the long run.

The Buddtoken crowdsale and the corresponding
process of token creation will be issued by Budd, a
Canadian-based cannabis banking platform, and will be
organized around smart contracts running on
Ethereum. Participants willing to support the development of Budd Project can do so by sending BuddToken
to the designated address. By doing so, they are
purchasing BuddTokens and will be sent instantly to
their wallet.
• The accepted currency during the ICO is ETH and
BTC.
• The creation will be capped (“Soft Cap”) upon
receipt of ETH and BTC equivalent to 10m. This amount
is subject to change before the Token Creation event.
• The Token Creation period will last 16 days, if Soft
Cap is not reached sooner.
• If the Soft Cap is reached before the end of 16 days,
additional contributions will be accepted for 120 hours
in case some contributors missed the very short
window for BuddToken creation.
• Token Creation has a hard cap: upon achieving this
cap, token creation will stop and no further contributions will be accepted. The hard cap amount is
70 million BuddToken.
• Tokens that are not sold during the Crowdsale will
be burned automatically by the smart contract.

The Budd Solution
The global decentralized and blockchain-based
banking platform for the cannabis industry, powered by
its internal token, buddtoken seeks to reinvent and
reshape the way we purchase cannabis and interact,
communicate, and exchange within the global
marijuana
industry.
Also,
our
blockchain
smart-contracts enable producers, growers or sellers on
the Budd platform run incentivized loyalty programs
and reward their consumers using Buddtoken. We also
enable our users and participating merchants to
efficiently and quickly purchase marijuana without
unnecessary waiting times or long chains of
transactions inherent in the traditional banking system.
We finally acknowledge those who feel secure and safer
purchasing cannabis with the digital currency. Weed
producers can cut their expenses on security and
conveniently track their revenue.
The unique proposition of Budd is its development of
BUDDSPACE and BuddOnline Accelerator where all pot
enthusiasts can meet to interact, communicate, and
share ideas that would be useful to the development of
the Budd platform.

How The Token Works
An ecosystem where all the active players in the
industry get benefits and are rewarded: growers,
producers, lab scientists, dispensers, and consumers.
Using the cannabis market opportunities and
Buddtoken as points of entry, growers would have the
chance to tract the growth of cannabis, secure this
tracks, and consumers would be rewarded for every
purchase made using Buddtoken. Our community
members will get relevance and have access to many
valuable services on the Budd platform.
All producers will be able to list and sell marijuana
directly to the consumers without any barriers or
intermediaries, gain customer feedback on our rating
system, and reward loyal customers using Buddtoken.
Blockchain and smart contracts are used to make the
supply chain more efficient, trims costs, and power
loyalty programs. The Budd ecosystem is planned to be
deployed in many of the largest cities around the world
with all the necessary infrastructure to make our
services operational.
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Research and Development
Marketing
Legal fees and Accreditation
Acquisition of land and building facilities for cannabis production
Board Advisory/Bounty Program Team
BUDD custom merchandise line, papers and vapes pipes
Development of BUDD banking system

Our Roadmap
Q3
2017

Concept Development:
- Research into Blockchain
technology and a push towards
the legalization of the Canadian
cannabis industry. A feasible
study of all the possible
Blockchain technologies will be
carried out.
- The Research and development
team will start to work on ideas
and differentiate it based on the
initial prototype of the
BuddToken.
- Finalize the possible solutions in
the industry and integrating the
third party tools like mobile and

Q4
2017

Testing the Performance of our
Coin:
- Our development team tests
the token performance
- The development team is
looking into a test-net
development to ensure that
everything works well during the
development stage.
- Launch the fully functional
working website including the
introduction of the coin.
- Prepare & launch BuddToken
ICO to begin the crowdsale
process.

Q1
2018

- Initial Coin launch
- Web wallet test net launch
- Budd Payment gateway
sandbox

Q2
2018

Q3
2018

Q4
2018

- Pre-Sale ICO
-ICO sale
- Budd mobile wallet
- Final testing of web wallet
- Purchasing and renovating
buildings for Budd will begin
immediately

- Web wallet launch
- Budd Payment Gateway Core
testing
- Mobile wallet testnet
- Budd Payment Gateway official
launch

-Upvote/downvote capability
on the online dashboard
- Doctor database with full
verification
- Dispensary regulation and
certification
-Service provider database for
members to easily access
services
- Database for cannabis favorable
journalists, attorneys, equipment
manufacturers, marketing, PR,
etc.
- Budd Mobile wallet launch
- Further development of Budd

Q1
2019

-Beta test of ERC-20 alternative
-Developing a separate
Blockchain for Budd Banking
platform -Listing on crypto
exchange

